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Chapter 283 Your Feelings for Ryan Monor Are Not Ordinary

"Does Mr. Leonardo Reynolds really not know Ryan Monor?" Amber asked again.

Leonardo was already impatient. "There are many people who sign contracts with me every day. Do I have to remember every

one of them clearly?"

"It’s the current chairman of the Monor Group, Ryan Monor. Don't you have any impression of him?" Amber asked again,

wanting to know the truth.

"Monor Group? I have some impression of this. A year ago, someone came to sign a contract with me for the Monor Group. At

that time, she seemed to have said that it was for her husband, Ryan Monor." Leonardo looked at Amber and said with a smile.

Amber frowned when she heard this. Last time, Ryan was able to work with Leonardo because of Elena? `

However, on the next second, Amber felt that it was impossible. How could Elena, that brainless woman, was capable of doing

such a thing?

With this thought, she turned to Leonardo and asked, “Is Mr. Reynolds mistaken? Was it really Ryan Monor’s wife or someone

else who signed the contract?”

She did not believe that Elena had such capability.

Leonardo narrowed his eyes. “How can I be mistaken? It was Ryan Monor’s wife who signed the contract behalf of her husband.”

When he said this, Leonardo specially emphasized on the words “Ryan Monor’s wife.”

Amber’s expression changed when she heard this. "May I ask Mr. Reynolds, how did that woman sign the contract with you?"

Amber clenched her fists tightly under the table and forcefully suppressed the jealousy in her heart. She did not expect Elena to be

so capable.

"Hehe… What can I say about her?” Leonardo smiled and his hoarse voice carried a hint of gentleness. “Mrs. Monor is a very

persistent woman. No matter how many times I rejected her or how I avoided her, she had been waiting` in my company for a

month. Every day, she would deliver delicious snacks without any hindrance. I really like her character."

Leonardo did not hesitate to praise. He did not seem to care that Elena was someone else's wife at all.

"Mr. Reynolds's taste is really unique." Amber lowered her head. There was a flash of viciousness in her eyes.

"That's right. I don't like to follow the rules when doing things and everything follows my own mood. Elena does what she likes

and doesn’t care how others will think of her. I don't think there is any problem with it. . ."

Leonardo paused for a moment. "You just said that you were recommended by Ryan Monor, but you are so biased towards Ryan

Monor's wife. It shows that your feelings for Ryan Monor are not ordinary.”

Although Leonardo was wearing a mask and she could not see any expression on his face, Amber could hear the sarcasm in his

words.

Amber said hurriedly, "Mr. Reynolds, don't misunderstand. Ryan and I are just friends."

Amber now hated the word "friend" more and more. Because of this reason, she could only think of herself as a friend by Ryan's

side and could never go any further.

Leonardo only snorted in her response.

He looked at the time and gave the order to leave. "Miss Thomas, please go back. Your time is up."

As he spoke, Leonardo got up from his leather chair and prepared to leave.

Seeing him leave, Amber was a little flustered. She had not asked about the matter that she originally wanted to investigate yet

and she could not leave just like that.

Amber immediately stood up and grabbed Leonardo’s hand, who was about to leave.

"Miss Thomas, what is the meaning of this?" Leonard's tone was unfriendly. He looked at the hand that was grabbing his hand and

shook off Amber’s hand rudely.

"Mr. Reynolds, don't misunderstand. I still have one last question." Amber did not care about Leonardo’s attitude towards her and

said anxiously.

Leonardo ignored her and walked past Amber towards the door.

"Can you find out if Ryan has a company in Western Europe?" Amber shouted from behind.

She knew that with Leonardo's current ability and status, it was not difficult for him to investigate.

Leonardo’s footstep paused when he heard this. He slowly turned around to look at Amber and sized her up.

"Huh!" Leonardo laughed sarcastically, "Is Miss Thomas joking? That person was not even capable of signing a contract that he

sent his wife to negotiate. Even in China, he needs my help to stabilize his position. How can he open a company in Western

Europe? Isn't this asking for trouble?"

After saying that, Leonardo did not even look at Amber’s reaction, turned around and left. Amber was the only one left in the

huge office.

Although Amber hated what Leonardo said, she had to admit that what he said was the truth.

Although Amber knew that Ryan was powerful, he could only be limited to the H City and could not be internationalized.
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